
The Social Work Paradigm 
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E a r l c n  its developmen~ocia l  work adop&_paradjgm that currently - 
~ofqssiqn. This paradigm was borrowed from-lh-e-~gdical 
idered to be a successful example for building scient~fic 

knowledge. T h e  medical paradigm considered interveri~ion as 3 three- 
stag~~p~oce~~s~d~Y,~fo1~lo~ed~by~diagnosis,a_n_d~then treatment. Evalua- 
t ion~ft re~t-m~~oy. t<o-mes was added as a fourth stage designed to feed 
information back into the study process. kigy-Rich-mqnd (1918), an earlv 
advocate of the importance of moving social workers from the status of 
"friendly visitors" to scientifically informed professionals, encouraged the 
adoption of the model. 

This paradigm helped social work develop as a profession, and ele- 
ments of the paradigm will probably always be central to our  work. The  
argument advanced here is that _the_e-have been significant changes in 
our understanding of the helping process a-nd th-ejynaqic way-in which 
workers and clients interact. These new insights suggest that a paradigm - -- --- .------- - - 
shift may be useful. This new paradigm would incorporate the best of 
what we have developed under the medical paradigm while providing a 
different model for viewing practice. Such a paradigm shift may alreaciv 
be under way." 

It's important to point out that I am not ~ising the term tnrd1rul1norlr1, 
as it is also sometimes used, to describe an illness and pathology orien- 
tation toward assessment of clients. Professionals will otten tell-me that 
&ey-.ha-v_e__ava&d_oned the me_d_;ca!-m~dzk-~sancng. that they focus on a 
client's strengtk-rather than limitations,_and_ that they-see clients in their . -  - - ---- 
social context. This is a common but narrow use of the term. I am refer- --.--- - -- - 
ring to the medical paradigm that may still be employed by those who 
use a health rather than illness orientation for clingnosing clients. I believe 
that interest in a health and systems framework for ~tntlerst;ir~cling clic~lts 
is a signal of the paradigm shift taking place. Even social workers who 
develop a social and community action approach to their pr;ic~ice, helping 
clients to organize (e.g., tenant associations in housing projects), may still 
be using the three-stage medical paradigm although they may emphasize 
diagnosing ancl changing the system and may s~ibstitute a clifTercnt 
terminology. 

Issues Associated with the Current Social Work Paradigm 

Wh;ly_a~eso_mrnee_ofi~e- iss~ies _associa ted-~vith- tl~e_rneclical par-;tdigrn t h a ~  
' rht lead us to want to consicler a pa@igm shift? First, the paradigm In% - + - . -.-- . 

suggests that the helpipg-p~fess io~~al  is son~eh_ow/o~_t~icieiol the process 
he or she wishestoinflyence. T h e  worker's intervent~ons are vieweti as -- 
t h s z u l t  of a sound study and diaznosic. When one examines actual 
examples of practice, as for example in an analysis conducted in one of 
Illy early studies of practice (Shulman, 1978), we see that, in reality. the 
worker's movements are as much infl~ence_d_lytJh~~m~men_t~by-moment_ 
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jnte_ac_t~_n-w-it~_the-cIienr. =.by _the tregjment_-plan. In one part of this 
study, when we examined 120 videotaped hours of social work practice 
with individuals and groups, using a computerized interaction analysis 
system that I developed for the study, it was clear that the interaction 
between worker and client was reciprocal in nature. T h e  movements of 
the worker influenced the responses of the client and the client responses 
influenced the worker, and so on throughout the session. Does a three- 
step paradigm adequately describe this interactional process? I don't be- 
lieve it does, and in fact, I think it shifts our theory+uildi_ng efforts and 
research away from a focus on the process-to-ward-a focuspn the client 
apart from the process. 

Evidence for this argument can be found in a review of our  practice 
research that is influenced by our  professional paradigm. VeryFew-of our  
p_r_ac_tice-studies actually focus on what the worker says and does with the 
client. - Although the current influences of behavioral and psychotherapy 
models have led us to examine method more closely, by and large, social 
work studies have ignored the interaction between worker and client. 

In  Fischer's controversial review of the social work practice literature 
(1973), he asked, "Is Casework Effective?" Fischer decided that the re- 
search had not supported the efficacy of our practice. What was over- 
looked in his analysis is that none of the studies reviewed examined what 
the workers were actually doing with their clients. T h e  independent var- 
iables in the studies included how often they did "it" (e.g., frequency of 
contacts per week), the social worker's level of training when they did "it" 
(e.g., M.S.W. versus B.S.W. or  untrained), o r  the modality of service used 
when they did "it" (e.g., individual, family, o r  group work). 

What was not studied in any of the projects was what the "it" was 
social workers were doing. T h e  operationalizing of the independent var- 
iable (social work practice) was never taken to the level that would have 
allowed us to distinguish between the effective workers and those who 
were not effective. We have all seen workers with similar professional 
degrees who were more or  less effective. We were asking, "Is casework 
effective?" T h e  question we should have been exploring was, "What is 
casework?" It's my argument that the question was not even raised be- 
cause our  paradigm did not lead us in that direction. Kuhn points out  
that among other things, a discipline's paradigm defines the important 
research questions (1962). T h e  three-step diagnostic paradigm places - .  
greater emphasis on understanding the client than it places on ullder- 
standing the process of interaction between worker and client. 

It  is not accidental that the early leadership of the psychotherapy 
research, which focused on the communication and relationship skills of 
the therapist, was-provided by the group building upon the paradigm 
shift in psychotherapy advocated by Rogecs (e.g., Truax, 1966). It was the 
new interaction-oriented and client-centered paradigm that sent these 
researchers in this direction. 

It is also interesting to consider the model building which sprang from 
our  interest in general systems theory, sparked by the pioneering work of 
Cordon Hearn (1958. 1969). This view stressed the importance of un- 

derstandingcbe_nts_in dynamicjnteraction with the systems around them 
(family, group, agency, etc.). However, most early models did not ~nclude 
viewing the worker-client interaction in the same way. It was as if the 
worker -- were outside of a dynamic system, looking in. 

A second issue related to the use of the medical paradigm is the 
dominance in our  theory-building efforts of asugge* dicho~omy be- 
tween a worker's p r o f e s s i o n a l ~ a ~ d p ~ ~ o n a l  self. Professional objectivity 
was valued as the quality that allowed the helper to divorce him or  herself 
from subjective feelings, attitudes, and beliefs that might negatively in- 
fluence practice. A premium was placed upon presenting a professional 
self upon which the client might project, such as in the process of trans- 
ference. T h e  notion of maintenance of a professional stance was an im- 
portant one in that it protected against a worker "acting out" his o r  her 
own problems with the client, allowing personal prejudices to influence 
the process, o r  responding negatively, which might occur in association 
with countertransference. 

Unfortunately, t@issv_iew-created -a_dualism in- the minds of rnany 
prof.$ona_ls-between their personal se!ves a n d  their professional selves. 
Rather than attem~ingt_ode_vVe_lopa_sy_n+e_sis_gf the two, in which each 
professional makes use of his o r  her personal self in implementrng the 
professional function, many in the field believed professionalism required 
the suppression of one's feelings. One result of this offshoot of the par- 
adigm has been the development of a s_tereotype of-a professional without 
ge?in_e-feehg for his-oiker client. If one argued that spontaneity in 
sharing of worker affect in the disciplined pursuit of one's prol'esslonal 
function was at  the core of the helping process, then a paracligm that 
incorporated this concept would more accurately describe the helping 
process. 

In my early studies (Shulman, 1978). shar-ins>€ personal thoughts 
and feelings by the-worker was a skill that correlated highly w ~ t h  devel- 
oping a good working relationship and effective helping, as ~~erceivetl 11s 
clients.' As one client put  it in her comments on  a questionnaire: " I  like 
my worker. S h e  isn't-like-a professional. she 's- l ike real person." In my 
training work with thousands of helping profession:lls over the years thev 
consistently reported that their practical experiences had taught them the 
importance of integrating their human qualities into their interactions 
withclients. However, many k:lt they had to hide their work f ~ o l n  t h e ~ r  
collfi~gues, w_h~wouId  have- considered them "unprofessional." .l'hese 
professionals would be aidecl I)y a pararligm in which the 11unia11 ~riter- 
action between worker and clierlt w;is central to the rnodel. 

In  my own study of the practice of family physician5 with their 
patients, I found that the physician's a t t~ tude  towarcl the patient (pos- 
itive, neutral, o r  negative) was an important predictor of the outcolnes 
of patient comprehension, satishction, and compliance (Shulrnan 
& Buchan, 1982). In spite of the Fact that the physicians were sure that 
their professional stance insulated them from the efrects of their "per- 
sonal" feelings, their patients clearly perceived these attitudes and were 
affected by them. 
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This variable was added to the study design when a physician serving 
as a key informant during the instrument development stage said, "How 
will you account for those patients I schedule for the end of the day, 
because if I began the day with them it would be ruined for me?" As I 
pursued the meaning of the question, it became clear that the physician's 
paradigm of practice would not allow him to admit to me, o r  himself, that 

. he really did hot like these patients. He could, however, accept a question 
on his attitude toward patients worded as "positive, neutral, o r  negative." 
Active exploration of physician attitude toward patients in my training 
efforts with family practice residents yielded important insights into med- 
ical as well as relationship issues connected to the feelings of the doctors. 
A more accurate paradigm for medical practice itself would be one that 
also understood the reciprocal nature of the interaction." 

It  has been argued thus far that a paradigm that guides professional 
social work practice, teaching, and research exists. This paradigm has 
added to our  understanding and the professionalism of our  practice. It  
has also been argued that sign~c~n~a.vances in our  knowiedgeofclien~, 
their systems,-and_ the helping processmay have prepared the way for a 
shift to a new paradigm, which_incorporates more effectively new under- 
standings and practices. Such a shift, if it takes place, will only be accepted 
by the field if the new paradigm provides answers to troublesome anom- 
alies, suggests more productive directions for our research, makes it easier 
for us to teach new professionals how to practice effectively, and creates 
a closer fit between our  theories and models and the day-to-day realities 
experienced by professionals in the field. One such paradigm is described 
in ;he next sedtion and  elaborated on in the chapters tha;follow. Others 
will certainly emerge to compete for the acceptance of the field. This is a 
healthy pro;ess f o r t h e  development of any profession. 

An Interactional Paradigm of Practice 

T h e  interactional paradigm was described by William Schwartz in a n  entry 
on group work practice published in The Social bVorR Encyclopedia (1977). 
~ e d e s c i i b e d  hii model as an interactionist approach. T h e  article in which 
he first described his theory was called "The Social Worker in the Group" 
(Schwartz, 1961). and was extracted from an unpublished doctoral dis- 
sertation (Schwartz, 1960). Although Schrvartz was widely known as a 
group work theorist and the founder of what was later termed the "re- 
ciprocal model" (Pappel & Rothman, 1966), his interest was in developing 
a theory of social work practice that would describe the profession in 
action in its many different settings and differing modalities of practice 
(individual, family, group, community). 

Schwartz drew heavily on social interactionist theorists and philoso- 
phers (Baldwin, 1911; Dewey, 1922; Follett, 1926; James, 1958; Mead, 
1934; Parsons, 1937) as well as social work theorists such as Lindeman 
(1939), Pray (1949), and Hearn (1958). Lawrence Frank (1957), from the 
field of psychotherapy, was another important influence. In particular, 
it's interesting to note his roots in what is still termed the functional school 

of social work. whose founders. Jessie Taft and V i r g i n ~ a , K ~ b ! n s ~ ~ < r a l t ,  
194'1). contributed many crucial constructs which have achreved \v~cle 
acceptance in practice today. Three of the most ~mportant  d u d e  the 
impactoftime-on practice (beginnings, middles, ~ n d  end~ngs) .  the im- 
p o r _ [ y ~  o f r ~ n p a t h y  in-the_ helping process, and the power ot'cl,~r~cy oi' 
agency- func~~n,  

It was the functional school, physically located at the School of Social 
Work at the University of Pennsylvania,~h_at first challenged the medical, 
o r  diagnosGc, paradigm. Taft and Robinson drew upon the ideas of Rank, 
a disclple who broke with Freud, to develop some of their central notlons 
of  change. These views were-not well_recei_ved In a field dom~nated by 
Freudianp2ychqlogy-In - -- addition: socia_i-wprk-was attempting to enhance 
its profes_sio~lstatus-by borrowing the paradigm of practice employed 
by psychiatry. Advocates of the functional approach found the~nsrlves 
excluded from the mainstream of the field. They were not invited to 
present a t  conferences, and the peer review process worked to excl~lde 
their publications from  journal^.^ 

Schwartz turned to the rich literature of the social interact~onists, 
social philosophers, and early social work pioneers in developing his own 
synthesis, which he  termed the interactionist model. (I have changed t h e ,  
term&g-g2_onisi to interaclionrrl. T&s_p!aa_ces the emphasis on theiprocess 
rather than on the person. Others have at times called ~t the "metliat~ng" 
o~-'ffe~~~'_og+~-model.) Central to the paradigm was a view of the helping 
relationship in which a self-realizing, energy-producing client with Lertaln 
tasks to perform, and a professional with a speclfic functlon to carry out, 
engage each other as interdependent actors within an organic syntenl 
(1971). He focused his attention on  the ways in which each person in the 
system "reverberates" as all of  them act upon their respective reasons Sor 
being the_re, with ~h_eir tasksshanging from moment to moment. T h e  
relat~onship is a-~rc~l_ar,-reciprogl~one, with each p;u-ty (worker and 
client) affecting and being affected by the other. 

Starting with this paradigm of practice, one's energy th tlirccterl 
toward understanding the client- in a moment-by-moment Intcr;lctlon 
with the-worker. A premium is placed on  the worker's ~ l ~ ~ l ~ t y  to uncier- 
stand-his o r  her function in the helping process ,md~&_w:~ys in-which 
implementation of that func t~onass~s t s  the cl~ent  to-actively pl;~y his o r  
t i c r~~ . tq .  F ~ ~ r ~ c t i o n ; ~ I  c1;1rity, often obscured rn rhe licltl b y  rhc I I \ ~  111 j.11gon 
( e . ~ . .  words such as enhance. /i~crlrtale, and crrrchle). becornes .l prcrcclrllslte 
Sor effective action. 

Another principle associ;~ted with an interaction;ll p.~r;~cl~gln I \  the 
centrality of method. R.lethpd,is the,w;~y in whict~ the helping ~~rot'cssio~i;rl 

L 

~ t s  his o r  her fi~nction i n ~ o  ilction. A premium is placed (111 our  ;lhility P _ ... . . . . . .. . .... - . -. - 
to describe in some detail exactly how our  profession;~l role is i ~ l ~ p l e -  
mented. Communication, relationship. and problem-solving skills are [he 
tools workers use to implement their function. Developing skills without 
1i;lrnessing them to a clear sense ofone's function will result in incfTertive 
plnctice. A worker skilled in the use of empathy has to know which Scel- 
ings to empathize with in pursuit of what purpose. T h e  enipathy skill. 
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tausht apart from the structure provided by clarity of purpose and worker- 
function, will not contribute to the helpjngqrocess. 

Finally. ggders_tanding the worker-client interaction as a dynamic 
system taking place within a larger dynamic system (agency, community, 
society) leads us to a holistic approach to theory development and  re- 
search. All these core ideas are  described and illustrated in the balance of 
this book. 

The Common Elements of a Practice Theory 

In any effort to develop a unified, empirically based practice theory for a 
profession, the first step involves focusing on  the core elements that apply 
to social work practice in any setting, with any population employing any 
modality of service (individual, family, group, o r  community work). We 
have to observe clearly what it-is-that social-workers-bring to their work 
that identifies them as members of a single prEfession. In past efforts to 
identify these unifying elements, we have focused on common knowledge 
and values, a unified code of ethics, and a shared interest in the psycho- 
logical and social issues facing clients. While all of these elements con- 
tribute to the unity of a profession, they d o  not address commonality of 
method.lWhat we know and value, our  ethical injunctions, and o u r  in- 
terest in both person and situation are all important contributors to our  
activity with clients, but they are not substitutes for a clear definition of 
what is common about what it is we actually do as we put knowledge and 
values into action. 

A unified practice theory should provide us with the tools for recog- 
nizing a social worker in action, as he o r  she works with a n  individual 
seeking counseling in a rehabilitation agency, leads a group of patients 
on a psychiatric ward, helps a family in a counseling agency, o r  organizes 
tenants in a housing project. Although the purposes and processes in 
each of these encounters may be different in many ways, a unified practice 
theory _should hdp-us-pe-rceive the commonalities in the-melh_odology 
employed by each practitioner. In addition, if our  profession is unique, 
we should be able to observe the unique qualities ofsocial work interven- 
tion as compared to other professions. In the next part of this section, I 
w~ll provide an illustration of  the common elements of such a theory, 
focusingon the interaction between persons (worker and client) in context 
over time. This discussion is followed by a section that illustrates how this 
common core is differentiated into the variant elements of pnctice. 

P e r s o n  in Interaction 

Many person-related factors may influence the outcomes of practice. For 
example, the client's motivation may have a powerful impact. T h e  degree 
OF stress the client experiences o r  the nature of the problem may prove 
to be strong predictors of outcomes. T h e  client's acceptance o f a  problenl 
and ability to use help may also make a difference. 

Person-related factors nlay intluence a worker's interaction with 
clients. A worker's background, education, and training; stress from 
heavy caseloads; o r  the nature of the problem (e.g.. sexual abuse) may 
take its toll on worker motivation, attitudes, and behaviors with clients. 
These person-related Factors ;Ire examples of c o ~ n m o n  elements  of;^ prac- 
tice theory that may influence all clients and workers in their interactions. 

Startingwith the assumption that worker and client personal variables 
influence the interaction. _the next step is to examine worker skill. To 
illustrate the theory elaboration process I will use two core skills employed 
by workers with clients. These are the skill defined as clarlhing role and 
the empathic skill called articulatirrg the clinrt's jeeli7tgs (Shulman, 1978, 
1981, 1982). 

Clarifying role is a skill in which the worker explains, in simple. non- 
jargonized terms, his o r  her role in the proceedings. This statement is the 
worker's attempt to answer the following question from the client (even 
if the question is never directly asked), "How will you help me?' T h e  
emphasis on directness and the restriction onjargon is important because 
of  the unfortunate tendency for professionals to use language chat ob- 
scures rather than clarifies our  role (e.g.. enhance social functioning. fa- 
cilitate individual growth and development, ant1 strengthen egos). 
Clarificarion of one's role is an important element of the crucial contract- 
inq work which must take place if a framework For procluctive practice is 
to-be developed. 

Articulating the client's feelings involves the worker becoming so 
furred irr to the client's inner feelings and concerns that he o r  she is cltrick 
to respond directly to indirect cues in their presence." For cxar~~ple ,  when 
a mother says her daughter has been going through a tough time with 
the breakup of a marriage, articulating the client's feelings might sound 
like this: "And it hasn't been ;ln easy time for you either." It is crtrcinl that 
the co~nrnent by the worker be genui~ le  in that the worker must really be 
trying to k e l  the mother's p i n .  . . 1 hese are two examples of core skills, which one might expcct to see 
in \he practice oFany social worker, in any serting. with ally client, working 
in any modality of service. l'hey a re  examples of consrant elenlents of 
soci;ll work practice. T h e  a c t ~ ~ a l  elaboration of the role ol' the soci;ll 
worker, and the kinds of client Feelings the worker will e~llpnthiie with. 
are  all variations on  the conlmon themes. For ex;l~nple, a soci;~l ~vorkcr 
ill a ktlnily counse l i~~g  agency might articula~e a role that rellcctetl thc 
1jurl)osc OF the agency ancl the 1-amily counseling ~notlality ofscrvice. Tile 
feelings of the client, which are relevant to family dynalllics ;~nt l  E1111ily 
coullseli~~g, might be ;utic~llatctl by this social worker. Anothcr social 
worker, working in a community orglnization agency, 111ig11t cl;~l>ol.;~[~ ;I 

ditferent role becluse he or she contracts with tenanu in a h o u s i n ~  proj- 
ect. T h e  hidden feelings in first sessions might relate to the t e ~ ~ ~ ~ n t s '  Sears 
of retribution by the housing authority. 

One could easily argue that these two skills ;Ire also import;lnl for xnv 
helping professio~lnl, for ex;~~nple.  teachers. psychothc~11)ists. tloctors. 
nurses, o r  physical therapists. I would agree. T h e  dikferqlce between 
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